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My Book of Computer 4 

Lesson 1 

attempt: to make an effort  

mathematician: a person who is an expert of mathematics 

considered: to think carefully about 

conceptual: the ability to think creatively analyze and understand complicated things 

outlined: a style of drawing in which only the outer edges of an object are shown 

mechanical: operated or work by machinery 

analytical: someone who studies and examines the elemental parts of something 

engine: a machine that converts energy into power to produce force and motion 

unable: not able to do something 

fascinated: to attract someone by a unique power or some other special quality 

punched: a device used for making holes or stamping  

purpose: reason  

company: any organization where people use to work and receive payments 

eventually: in the end, finally or at last 

forefather: a man who goes back on your family tree several generations  

awarded: to give a prize to someone  

reprogrammable: a program can be replaced with another 

laboratories: a room or building in which scientific experiments and tests are done  

invention: anything which is made or originated after study and experiment  

employed: give work to someone and pay some money them for it 

distinction: a difference  between similar things or people 

microprocessor 

 

Lesson 2 

rich: anyone having high value, quality and money 

spans: the distance between the tip of the thumb and the tip of the little finger when the hand 

is fully extended 

ceaseless: without stop or pause  

quest: search for something  

immensely: very, hugely or great extremely  

segments: parts or divisions 
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malfunction: fail to function properly  

generation: a group of people who were born and lived or are living around the same time 

represents: to act, to serve or to express 

occurred: to happened or take place 

vacuum: an area where there is no matter and no air 

consumed: to use or to destroy 

fragile: anything that is easily broken or damaged 

unreliability: not able to be trusted or believed 

assembly: a group of people gathered together in one place  

commercial: something related to doing business or for business purposes 

delivered: bring and hand over to the proper recipient or address 

client: a person using the services of a lawyer or other professional person  

era: a period of time  

superior: higher in rank, status, or quality 

cheap: anything which is of very low quality or having less price 

massively: anything large in scale, amount, or degree  

manifold: having different parts or forms 

despite: without being affected by anything 

advantages: profits 

susceptible: anything which is easily affected by something 

fluctuation: to change continually or irregularly 

voltage: the amount of potential energy between two points on a circuit  

agencies: an organization, or company that provides some service for another  

integrated: to give equal opportunity  

delicate: anything easily broken or damaged 

damaged: destroyed 

moisture: a small amount of wetness water or other liquid 

static: showing little or no change: not in move  

eliminated: completely remove  

estimated: to calculate roughly 

artificial: anything not natural or real 

assistants: a person who helps in particular work 

fabrication: the action or process of  inventing something 

verbally: anything expressed in words, whether spoken  
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Lesson 3 

characteristics: qualities 

undoubtedly: without questions or doubt 

launched: to throw or propel with force 

iteration: the action repeating 

admired: to find someone or something attractive and pleasant to look at 

vilified: to attack the reputation of a person or thing 

spite: angry feeling that makes someone want to hurt the others  

crest: the top of something  

trough: the lower part of something 

dominant: most important, powerful 

pre-requisite: something that must exist or happen before something else can exist or happen 

competence: the ability to do something successfully  

perfect: anything without faults, defects or mistakes 

executable: able to be run or work by a computer  

default: failure to perform an act  

harmful: dangerous 

finite: having limits or boundaries 

optimum: the best or highest condition of something  

unwanted: anything not wanted  

aware: having knowledge  

explorer: a person who travels in search of geographical or scientific information 

gadgets: a small, unique-use mechanical or electronic device  

 

Lesson 4 

unique: anything which different from the other 

limitless: having no limits or restrictions 

contribution: the act of collection 

denoted: to indicate  

precisely: very accurate and exact  

width: the measurement of something from side to side.  

stroke: an act of hitting or striking someone or something 

visible: anything that can be seen 

transition: the process of changing anything from one condition to another 

accurately: to do anything exactly or perfectly 

customize: to change something in order to put the requirements of a person  
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gradient: change in the value of a quantity(temperature, or pressure) with change in a given 

quantity 

strength: the quality of being strong  

allied: connected, joined or unite 

mesh: material made of a network of wire or thread 

instantly: at once 

plethora: a large or excessive amount of something 

source: anything or place from which something comes, arises, or is obtained  

 

 

Lesson 5 

repair: to fix the damaged or to renew the old thing 

permission: to allow  

remote: anything situated at some distance 

representation: the action of speaking and acting 

century: a time of 100 years 

facility: any building or place designed for a specific use 

servers: a computer program that provides services to other computer programs  

generators: something that produces something usually machines  

assurance: a positive statement that give confidence or a promise 

instantly: at once 

backup: help or support  

redundancy: the state of being not or no longer needed or useful 

instant: anything which is happening or coming immediately or at once 

entire: complete or whole 

consequences: a result or effect of an action  

migration: move from one place to another 

consequently: as a result  

paraphernalia: the equipment or apparatus needed for a particular activity 

associated: connected with something else  

benefits: an advantage or profit gained from something or a gift 

particular: specific 

conversely: opposite in direction 

extensive: covering or affecting a large area 

publishers: a person or company that prepares and issues books, journals, or other works for 

sale 

intervals: a space between things or a distance  

updates: to bring something by adding new information  

adopted: take up or start to use   
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issue: a point or matter of discussion or debate 

experts: a person who has special skill or knowledge in some particular field 

upfront: something that was done before  

majority: the greater part  

resources: a support or aid that can be needed for specific activity 

stringent: something that is strict and must be followed or listened to exactly 

magnitude: the great size  

hurdles: a barrier or difficulties 

feasible: anything that is possible to do easily  

implications: something that is suggested, or happen  

installment: a loan that is repaid by the borrower in regular  

mundane: something that is dull or lack of interest 

overcharging: charge someone too high 

scenario: a series of events that is to occur 

adventure: a bold, risky and adventurous activity or trip 

unfortunately: suffering from bad luck 

poisonous: a substance that is capable of causing death or illness if taken into the body 

ambulance: a vehicle specially equipped for taking sick or injured people to and from the 

hospital, especially in emergencies 

misty: anything that is full of or covered with something 

profiting: obtain an advantage or benefit  

 

Lesson 6 

literate: anyone who have knowledge 

reasonable: solution to the problem or anything that is sensible 

quickly: very fast 

academic: relating to a college, school, or other educational institution 

depicting: show or represent anything by a drawing, painting, or other art form  

swatch: a sample of cloth or other material 

corrections: to correct the mistakes and faults 

appreciably: anything which is possible to estimate or measure 

impressive: having the ability to impress the mind 

palette: a range of colors  

acquires: learn or develop a skill, habit, or quality 
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Lesson 7 

convince: cause to believe  in the truth of something  

objective: something that you plan to do or achieve 

audience: the group of people together in one place to watch or 

listen to a play 

scheme: a plan or program of action  

 

Lesson 8 

facts: something known to exist or to have happened   

break: separate 

instance: an occurrence of something, or a specific situation, happening or event 

enlarge: very big 

flush: become red and hot as the result of illness or strong emotion  

repeatedly: again and again 

downloaded: to transfer data from one computer system to another  

reducing: becoming half 

overlapping: to lie over and cover part   

beneath: below or in a lower place  

reflection: the act of giving back or showing an image  

height: the distance from the base of something to the top or a vertical distance of something 

opaque: not allowing light to pass through or not able to be seen through 

disappear: not visible or cannot be seen 

 

Lesson 9 

sick: to feel ill, or not well  

virus: an extremely small living thing that causes a disease  

dangerous: anything that is risky or unsafe 

intention: an idea or plan to do a specific thing 

replicate: to reproduce or make an exact copy  

spreads: open out something so as to extend its surface area, width or length 

infected: any person or organism who is affected with a disease-causing organism  

misuse: use something in the wrong way or for the wrong purpose  

malicious: having or showing a desire to cause harm to someone  

harm: an injury, or dangerous or something wrong  
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categories: types, divisions or classes of something  

deception: the act of lying to or tricking someone 

destructive: anything causing great harm or damage  

erratically: having no fixed or regular course  

passive: not reacting to something that would generally cause a response 

corrupt: dishonest  

frequently: regularly or many times 

anti-virus: anything such as medicine designed to detect and destroy viruses detect: discover or 

identify the presence or existence of something 

hackers: a person who illegally gains access to computer system and is unskilled 

 

Lesson 10 

website: a connected group of pages on the World Wide Web regarded as a single body   

rare: something that is present in limited quantity or few  

exceedingly: to a very large degree or extremely 

search engine: a computer program that is used to look for information on the Internet  

internet: a global network connecting millions of computers  

chronological: arranged in the order that things happened or came to be by using time as a 

measurement 

google: search for information about someone or something on the Internet using the search 

engine Google  

instant: happening or coming immediately or at once 

update: make something more modern by adding new information or making corrections 

arrives: reach a place at the end of a journey  

immediacy: quality of being immediate  

endurance: the ability to keep doing something difficult, unpleasant, or painful for a long time 

interacting: to come together and have an effect on each other  

innovative: introduce something new or different 

engaged: busy  

interaction: the act of talking or doing things with other people or the action or influence of 

things  

blogs: a Web site on which someone writes about personal opinions  

category: divisions or classes 

courier: a messenger who transports goods, documents and other important thing, in particular 

way 
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convenience: anything that is suitable or comfortable  

comparison: the act of finding out the differences and similarities between two or more people 

or things 

 

Lesson 11 

communities: a group of people living in the same place or having a particular characteristic: quality, or 

property 

exchanging: give something and receive something of the same kind in return 

unique: exist as the only one or single, having no like 

facilities: anything or any equipment necessary for doing something 

assign: to give or allot something to someone 

modify: make some changes to something to improve it more  

concerned: having an interest or involvement in something  

collaborative: to work together 

comforts: a pleasant feeling of being relaxed and free from pain  

encyclopedia: a book or set of books giving information on many subjects  

delivery: the act of taking something to a person or place  

platform: a floor or stage used by public speakers or performers so that they can be seen by their 

audience 

discovery: the act of finding or learning something for the first time  

stranger: any person you do not know, or anyone unknown  

advice: a guidance to do any particular thing 

disguise: to give a new appearance to a person or thing 

restrictions: limitation  

brainstorming: to produce an idea or way of solving a problem by group discussions  

 

Lesson 12 

significant: something that is important or having a particular meaning 

regarded: consider or think of (someone or something) in a specific way  

automobile: any road vehicle having four wheels, that works on an internal combustion engine or 

electric motor and able to carry a small number of people 

journey: traveling from one place to another  

progress  move:  something or someone who creates the problems and difficulties 

accidents: an unplanned and unexpected event which occurs suddenly and causes injury, harm 

modified:  made some changes to something to improve it more 

reduction: the act of making something smaller or lesser in size or number 

equipped: to prepared with proper tools  

milestone: an event marking a significant change in development   

assistance: the action of helping someone with a job or task 
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autonomous: having the freedom to do anything 

collisions: an act in which two or more bodies exert forces on each other  

pollution: the action of making land, water, and air dirty and not safe to use  

satellite: something small or less powerful that moves around something bigger  

fuel: material such as coal, gas, or oil that is needed for power to move any machine 

stressful: feel worried and nervous or anyone in tension 

disabled: anyone or anything not able to do a particular task 

mobility: the ability to move freely and easily 

sophisticated: anything that is highly complicated or developed  

route: specific a way to get from one place to another place  

destination: anyone going to a place that is known for a particular purpose 

terminates: coming to an end or capable of ending  

obstacles: something that gets in the way or that slows or stops the movement of anything 

pedestrians: a person walking along a road  

feasible: anything that is possible to do very easily  

ultimate: something that is the best of its kind or something that is final, last or maximum 

rapid: happening in a short time or very quickly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


